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Candy continues to offer new ideas, solutions and products that are 
brilliant, smart and easy to use, with an accessible positioning and a 
constant touch of Italian style.

ACCESSIBLE
Candy has an accessible 
positioning due to both its 
value for money proposition 
(always offering something 
more at a lower price 
compared to competitors) 
through each product 
category and its set of  
easy-to-use technologies.

ITALIAN
Candy has an Italian touch 
that you can feel in  
the products’ design, in the 
attention to details and in the 
brand attitude towards home 
living, food and lifestyle in 
general.

SMART
Candy has a smart approach as the brand offers many ideas to simplify 
your daily life with a complete range of connected products and 
unique, brilliant solutions.

BRILLIANT AND SIMPLE IDEAS 
FOR YOUR DAILY LIFE
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tHE WHoLE RANGE OF DOMESTIC APPLIANCES
tHAt CoMMUNICAtE to YoU
What if you could manage your daily home routine directly from your  
smartphone. 

thanks to the Candy connectivity solutions you will be able to easily 
control your appliances from your mobile devices, making your  
life easier than ever.

Keep enjoying a smart home experience through the simply-Fi App 
and get ready to discover the new Candy products through the 
innovative hOn App with its infinite functionalities and super-intuitive 
interface.

Download the simply-fi App and the hOn App and get started.

On products with Smart Touch technology, the interaction with the appliance is enabled only by 
Android smartphones equipped with compatible NFC technology
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DO YOU WANT TO CHOOSE AMONG A 
WIDE VARIETY OF RECIPES?
With the Candy Apps you have access 
to an extensive assortment of dedicated 
recipes, specifically created for the Candy 
connected ovens and their cooking 
functions. Just choose your favourite 
according to your taste and your need!

MORE THAN 200 RECIPES

WOULD YOU LIKE TO INTERACT WITH YOUR
OVEN BY JUST USING YOUR VOICE?
thanks to the Candy Apps you can talk 
to your oven and get tips and suggestions 
about the best cooking methods of your 
favourite dishes. Interact with your oven 
by app, or via digital assistants (Google 
Assistant and Amazon Alexa).

Hey Google

TALKING CANDY

DO YOU WANT TO ACTIVATE YOUR 
OVEN REMOTELY?
With the Candy Apps, you can check and 
manage your oven remotely, wherever 
you are. Start or stop pre-heating and 
cooking or simply check the status of your 
oven to be always updated about the 
time left to cook.

REMOTE CONTROL

DO YOU WANT YOUR APPLIANCE TO LET 
YOU KNOW ITS CONDITION?
Check the oven status and ensure smooth 
functioning of electrical appliances 
wherever you are. Get practical and useful 
advices and be always updated trough 
statistics and maintenance check-up, just 
by using the Candy Apps.

INFO SYSTEM

IN SEARCH OF COOKING INSPIRATION?
thanks to the Apps, Candy lets you access many recipes developed by a chef. taste the 
infinite possibilities of your new induction hobs and enjoy your kitchen time with these tasty 
and easy recipes. 

DEDICATED RECIPES

DO YOU WANT TO EASILY ACCESS YOUR HOB MAIN INFORMATION?
thanks to the Candy Apps, you can know in real time the status of your hob: which zones 
are on, which power level is set, check the remaining time for your preparation. You can 
also set directly from the Apps the power limitation you want to give your hob.

REAL TIME

WOULD YOU LIKE SOME HELP WHILE COOKING?
You can keep warm, melt, simmer, boil or fry your dishes just selecting the dedicated setting 
directly on the Apps: the hob will regulate itself with perfect cooking parameters with no 
need to worry about it.

DIRECT COOK

CONNECTED
OVENS

CONNECTED
INDUCTION HOBS
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DO YOU WANT TO MANAGE AND 
CHECK YOUR DISHWASHER REMOTELY? 
thanks to the Candy Apps, you can 
manage your dishwasher, even remotely. 
Activate or stop the washing cycle even 
if you are not at home. Check the status 
and be always updated on the time 
remaining to the end of the cycle.

REMOTE CONTROL

DO YOU NEED MORE PIECES OF 
ADVICE? 
Get a world of extra contents and 
special advices to get the best from your 
dishwasher.

TIPS&TRICKS

DO YOU WANT TO INCREASE THE 
ENDURING QUALITY OF YOUR 
DISHWASHER? 
You can give longer life thanks to a 
System the check the health state of your 
appliance.

SMART CHECK-UP 

WOULD YOU LIKE TO START THE 
PERFECT CYCLE IN A SMART AND EASY 
WAY? 
Just select the kind of kitchenware you 
need to wash, the level of soil and the 
load. Candy Apps will suggest the most 
appropriate cycle in order to get perfect 
washing results, in the smartest and easiest 
way possible.

GUIDED WASHING

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE YOUR 
WASHING MACHINE LAST FOR 
LONGER?
the Candy Apps tracks the right time for 
cleanning your dishwasher filter and allows 
you to directly launch the “Autocleaning” 
cycle to clean & sanitize the tub. this way 
it guarantees more efficiency, money 
saving and increased reliability for your 
dishwasher.

PROGRAMMED MAINTENANCE*
* According to the model, the products are and will be 

available on hon App or on simply-Fi App. Consult the 
manual to discover it.

CONNECTED 
REFRIGERATORS 

CONNECTED
DISHWASHERS

DON’T WASTE YOUR FOOD!
Use the Candy hon App to manage your 
food storage and get notifications when 
foos is about to expire. Moreover, you 
can easily scan wine labels to add your 
favourite bottles automatically (powered 
by Vivino).

INVENTORY ASSISTANT

HOW CAN I IMPROVE MY ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION MANAGEMENT?
the App constantly monitors door openings 
and suggests you the proper behaviors to 
optimize energy consumption.

SMART CHECK-UP

WHERE DO I PUT THE FOOD?
Select the food that you want to put  in the 
fridge with the App and get suggestions 
about the best place to put it in order to 
preserve food perfectly!

SMART FOOD LOCATOR

INCREASE THE FRIDGE POWER WHILE
YOU ARE OUT!
Increase cooling power remotely by 
activating a super boost option trough 
the App. After you’ve filled the fridge, 
it automatically sets the previous 
temperature.

SMART CONTROL

IS THE BEVERAGE READY?
Choose the drink that you want to chill 
and receive a message when it’s ready!

SMART DRINK ASSISTANT

ARE YOU GOING ON HOLIDAY AND
WANT TO SAVE ENERGY?
Simply turn off the refrigerator with the 
special Holiday Mode and restart it 
remotely via App, whenever you want.

WAKE-UP HOLIDAY
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DO YOU WANT TO MAKE THE MOST OF
YOUR DRYER?  
Access a world of dedicated contents 
and get personalized suggestions in order 
to optimize your laundry results.

EXTRA CONTENTS AND DRYING TIPS

DO YOU WANT TO MANAGE YOUR
DRYER REMOTELY?
thanks to the new hon App, you can easily 
check your laundry status, access the last 
drying programs, and have full remote 
control by just using your smartphone.

REMOTE CONTROL 

DO YOU WANT TO EXTEND THE LIFE OF
YOUR APPLIANCE?
thanks to the maintenance notifications 
you can check the maintenance status 
of your dryer to prevent from malfunctions 
and solve any issue by yourself.

MAINTENANCE NOTIFICATIONS 

WHICH DRYING PROGRAMME SHOULD 
I USE?
Find out which is the best program suited 
to your laundry, choosing among more 
than 20 specific drying programmes for all 
fabric types, even the most delicate.

+20 ADDITIONAL CYCLES 

WHAT IF YOU’RE NOT THERE WHEN THE 
CYCLE IS OVER?
No need to rush anymore! With Candy Apps 
you can get end-of-cycle notifications and 
remotely start a specific gentle cycle so 
that your laundry is always fresh, wherever 
you are!

REMOTE CONTROL**

DO YOU WANT TO GET SUGGESTIONS 
ABOUT THE RIGHT WASHING & DRYING 
METHODS?
Having laundry doubts? Ask your Candy 
washing machine or dryer! the Candy 
Apps will suggest you the perfect washing 
or drying treatment for you according to 
fabric type, colour and dirt level. try this 
function also via digital assistants (Google 
Home & Alexa)!

GUIDED WASHING & DRYING**

DO YOU WANT TO OPTIMIZE YOUR 
WASHING HABITS?
Use your Candy App to control your most 
frequently used programmes, check 
consumption, load percentage and 
usage temperature and learn how to 
make your washing habits more efficient.

STATISTICS & REPORTS
* According to the model, the products are and will be 

available on hon App or on simply-Fi App. Consult the manual 
to discover it.

** only available on Wi-Fi models. talking Candy is available only 
in these following languages: It/EN/ES/FR/DE/RU

CONNECTED 
WASHING MACHINES

CONNECTED 
DRYERS

sostituire immagine con hOn

*

DO YOU WANT TO ALWAYS GET 
PERFECT LAUNDRY?
How can you choose the perfect cycle 
for your garments? the Candy Apps will 
let you choose between more than 40 
specific washing programmes: discover 
the ideal amount of laundry for each 
cycle and or get tips about the right dose 
of detergent to use.

+40 ADDITIONAL CYCLES 

DO YOU WANT TO GET SMART AND
QUICK USEFUL TIPS?
Learn how to take care of your garments 
and preserve your washing machine for 
longer! Access the “Tips & Hints” section 
of your Candy App for super easy guides 
about stains, washing care, maintenance 
and washing labels.

VISUAL TIPS 

DO YOU WANT TO FIX PROBLEMS 
EASILY?
Whenever your Candy washing machine 
or dryer has a problem, the simply-Fi 
App send you a notification and a step-
bystepguide to fix the issue. Alternatively, it 
will give you all the necessary informationto 
get in touch with the customer service.

TROUBLE SHOOTING
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KEY CHANGES

RESCALED ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
the usual “Plus” classes, such as A +++, A ++ and A +, are replaced by a new 
energy consumption scale from A to G.

QR CODE 
A QR code will redirect you to the European Product Registry for Energy 
Labelling (EPREL), where you will find energy labels compliance information 
on your product. there, you will also be able to download product information 
sheet for your product and all other appliances with the new Energy Label.

NOISE RATING 
You will also find the noise-rating. For example, in the case of washing 
machines or dishwashers, it will be shown the noise emissions during the spin 
cycle expressed in dB(A).

STORAGE VOLUMES 
the new labels of freezers and refrigerators will show the total volume of their 
compartments. 

DURATION OF ECO PROGRAMME 
In the case of washing machines or dishwashers, will be shown the duration 
of the Eco Programme. 

NEW EU ENERGY LABELS 

As a result of the increase in the development of energy-efficient products and 
because of the unclear difference between A++ and A+++ for consumers, 
the European Commission has decided to gradually change the energy 
labels categories reintroducing the simpler A to G scale. 
From 1st March 2021, a new EU Energy Label will be introduced for washing 
machines, dishwashers, refrigerators, chest freezer and winecooler.
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SMART PEOPLE, SMART LIFE
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Candy presents ESSENZA, the new 
collection dedicated to those cooking 
lovers who want their kitchen to be 
beautiful and modern but also highly 
smart and functional. A complete range 
of Italian-designed, fully connected 
appliances that are perfect to enhance 
the look of every kitchen and to give 
you the smartest cooking experience. 

MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER CHOOSING 
AMONG THE CONNECTED OVENS 
AVAILABLE IN THIS COLLECTION.

thanks to the simply-Fi App and the new 
hon App, you will be able to manage 
your wi-fi models remotely and access to a 
complete set of dedicated contents and 
features.
* the products will be available on the hon App during the 2021 

ESSENZA

*
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Candy presents NEW TIMELESS, the 
range designed to perfectly fit in your 
kitchen. Modern and versatile design
with superior materials and ergonomic
shapes. Your appliances are more
practical, sturdier and more durable. 
Everything thought to make your life 
easier and add a distinctive touch of 
quality.

NEW 
tIMELESS

MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER CHOOSING 
BETWEEN THE CONNECTED 
APPLIANCES AVAILABLE IN THIS 
COLLECTION. 

thanks to the simply-Fi App and the new 
hon App, you will be able to manage 
your wi-fi models remotely and access a 
complete set of dedicated content and 
features
* the products will be available on the hon App during the 2021 

*
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Candy is always committed to make 
the kitchen a friendly place where 
creativity, technology and design come 
together to create positive emotions. 
the TIMELESS collection provides the 
different options available to complete 
any kitchen style. the extensive range is 
available in different colors

tIMELESS

MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER CHOOSING 
BETWEEN THE CONNECTED OVENS 
AND INDUCTION HOBS AVAILABLE IN 
THIS COLLECTION. 

thanks to the simply-Fi App and the new 
hon App, you will be able to manage 
your wi-fi models remotely and access a 
complete set of dedicated contents and 
features.
* the products will be available on the hon App during the 2021 

*
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the Candy CLASSIC collection is 
a real timeless beauty.  
A fashionable set of kitchen 
appliances matching tradition 
with forward thinking style, classic 
lines with innovative features.  

CLASSIC

Simplify your day with Candy Classic collection, that puts 
together classics style and innovative technologies.
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Candy’s range of ovens offers smartness mixed with tipically italian design 
and attention to aesthetical details. the busy modern life guides people 
towards ovens that are easy and quick to use: Candy has equipped its 
models with a wide range of cooking functions that work to simplify the 
user experience, for example the new Smart Steam Connected oven that 
combines the steam function with innovative connectivity features. Enjoy 
the cooking solutions, fitting with any kind of style, thanks to the stand-alone 
design statement.

Smart cooking for tasty results 

O V E N S

COOKING PLEASURE 
MADE EASY

OVENS OVENS26 27
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CANDY CONNECTED OVENS 
Candy offers you a wide range of connected ovens: from the simpler model with basic user 
interface with two knobs to the innovative smart steam connected oven, equipped with 
steam function and unique connectivity features. completely full touch. Simply-Fi allows you 
to control and pre-heat your oven remotely: connection-enabled procedures are faster 
and will leave you more time to do anything else, anywhere else.
You can also choose from a wide list of recipes: different courses, tastes, timings and levels 
of complexity. You will have a virtual assistant at your disposal to prepare delicious dishes for 
your family and guests, without having to steal time from other household chores.
Finally, access to new and helpful features, for example, the oven will let you know when you 
should clean it or it will signal you if something is going wrong and give you the possibility to 
directly contact the customer service. 

MAKE YOUR COOKING 
EASIER USING YOUR VOICE
Candy upgraded its connected ovens range  
with connectivity functions and vocal management 
through the simply-Fi App and the new hOn App or 
smart speakers like Google Home or Amazon Alexa.  
Connection-enabled procedures are fast  
and will leave you more time to do anything  
else, anywhere else.
* the products will be available on the hon App during the 2021

Choose the recipe you wish on the basis of your specific needs.
You can select different and tasty recipes according to:

•	Meal types
•	 Ingredients
•	Geography
•	Eating habits
•	Seasons
•	Smart & simple recipes

there are 3 different ways to choose them:

•	Ask your phone vocally
• Digit the recipe you want to find in the search field
• tap the different tags and create your own combination

At the end, you will have the chosen recipe, the right portions you 
required (2-4-8 people), its correct timing, function and temperature 
togheter with a picture of the final result.

once you have chosen the desired recipe, you just have to start 
cooking! the Candy simply-Fi App will help you step by step through 
the whole process for perfect cooking results.

LAST MINUTE DINNER?
ASK YOUR OVEN
Your friends are coming over for
a last-minute dinner and you don’t 
know what to cook? You can choose 
among more then 200 automatic recipes 
created by expert Italian chefs.
Select your recipe and then follow
the instructions on the simply-Fi App
to prepare your dinner the easiest way.

Hey Google

*

sostituire immagine 
con hOn?
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EXTRA	USEFUL	ADVICES

the simply-Fi App is featured with new and useful functions besides a wide list of 
recipes:
• CLEANING CLAIM: a service that informs you when it is 

the right time to clean the oven.
• TIPS&TRICKS: get a world of extra contents and special advice to get the best 

from your oven
• ONLINE HELP: thanks to this service you will be directly put in touch with the 

customer assistance.

KNEADING THE DOUGH? TALK TO YOUR OVEN
You are busy preparing pizza but you’re not sure about the recipe? 
You can talk to your oven by simply using your voice. Activate the 
microphone and ask the Apps: you will get all the right info about 
the necessary cooking steps. 

LATE FOR TRAFFIC?
START YOUR OVEN 
Running late for dinner? You can now 
pre-heat your Candy connected oven 
remotely through the simply-Fi App.

sostituire immagine 
con hOn?
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ToUCHING
MANAGE THE WHOLE COOKING PROCESS WITH A SIMPLE TOUCH

SCREEN ON THE OVEN DOOR
Scroll down the screen on the oven door to find your favourite recipe and select the 
perfect cooking process.

SINGLE BUTTON
the only button you will deal with is  
the oN/oFF switch.

SOFT CLOSE
Gentle door closing with great  
protection against wear and tear.SMART BAKING

Bakery food becomes softer inside and 
crunchy outside.

SOFTNESS ENHANCED
Cook perfect puddings with no clumps 

thanks to a gentle spread of hot air.

BEST RESULTS 
Roast meat thanks to the initial steam 

formation that helps to maintain all the 
juices inside allowing perfect caramelization 

at the end.

A TOUCH OF STEAM TO BAKE AT BEST
With the simple touch of one intuitive button, you can set the steam function and bake 
the best homemade bread. Plus, more than 50 dedicated steam recipes are always 
available via simply-Fi App.

2
3

1

You can
select up to 3

different STEAM 
functions

Pour the water i 
nto the cavity.1

Select the function.2

Press the StEAM button,  
which turns the water  
in the cavity into steam.

3

WAtCHING
EXPERIENCE THE SPECTACLE OF COOKING

TOTAL CONTROL SCREEN
A 19’’ user-friendly interface that allows you 
to easily check the cooking progress anytime.

INTEGRATED DOOR CAMERA
Get a high-resolution close-up of the entire 
cooking process without even opening the 
door.

LED VISION
the internal lamp and two rows of lateral LED 
lights guarantee a 360° optimal visibility. 

CooKING
INSPIRING AND INTUITIVE

VIDEO RECIPES
Watch tutorials on the oven 
touch screen.

PERSONAL PROGRAMMES
Create and save your personal 
digital library of recipes and 
cooking paths.

SUGGESTED COOKING 
PROGRAMMES
More than 70 cooking 
programmes that suggest the 
best combination to cook your 
dishes.

MANUAL MODE
Available for experts and for 
those who already know what 
they want.

A COMPLETE SMART COOKING EXPERIENCE
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ADDITIONAL
Keep everything under control

thanks to the intuitive Touch Control 
function, you are provided with cooking 
information in real-time. You can easily 
set the duration, the beginning and end 
times of cooking.
TOUCH CONTROL

CLEANING
Easy and effective cleaning results

DOUBLE CLEANING SYSTEM
• Pyrolysis: ideal for cleaning in depth 
• Aquactiva: fast system for daily cleaning

thanks to the pyrolytic cleaning system, the oven is able to eliminate all grease deposits and 
cooking residues, reaching temperatures as high as 430°. After the pyrolysis programme 
has finished, you will just need to wipe the interior with a cloth to have a spotless, ready-
to-use oven. Maximum safety is guaranteed as the oven door is kept cool throughout the 
process.
PYROLITIC CLEANING 

this new Aquactiva system, with steam action, allows grease deposits in the oven to be 
easily removed. Just pour 300 ml of distilled water on the oven floor and heat it for 30 
minutes at 90°. once the oven has cooled down, you can wipe away any remains with a 
wet cloth.
AQUACTIVA FUNCTION

these internal panels, coated in special microporous enamel, prevent deposits of 
evaporated fats being left behind and instead transform them into gaseous products 
which are easy to remove.
CATALYTIC PANELS

We all know how important it is to reduce energy consumption.  
A large number of Candy ovens are in A + energy class. From now, the 
Pyrolytic oven boasts an A+ rating energy.*
ENERGY CLASS A+

SAFETY
Get a safe cooking experience

the tangential ventilator allows hot air to exit the oven easily and ensures 
that the oven door remains at a stable temperature. Cold air enters from 
gaps below and creates an upward air current to keep air constantly flowing 
out of the oven.

VENTILATION SYSTEM

Candy has patented a LED lighting 
system: U-SEE technology which 
replaces the traditional incandescent 
bulb. It brings together reliability and 
functionality with reduced energy 
consumption (the majority of our ovens 
is in class A+).

U-SEE

CANDY OVEN UNIQUENESS
Maximum capacity even in standard dimensions
Candy’s ovens grant smart big capacity.  
From 65 lt up to 71 lt for the standard cavity, reaching up to 80 lt for the 
Maxi cavity.

* only for standard cavities
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Convection is controlled by the upper and 
lower heaters of the oven. this traditional 
baking method is ideal for food which need 
to preserve a certain amount of umidity, as 
roasts and fish.

CONVECTION

the upper and lower heating elements operate with the assistance of a 
fan inside the oven. the use of the fan ensures heat distribution to the whole 
food surface area and is particularly suitable for pizza, italian focaccia, 
bread, etc.

FAN ASSISTED COOKING

Ventilation is controlled by the rear round heater and the oven internal fan. 
Hot air is distributed among the trays of the oven. this is ideal for cooking 
different types of food at the same time (without mixing tastes and aromas).

MULTI-LEVEL COOKING

the use of the lower heater only, 
mainly in static ovens, lets you ddry 
lower part of the food and boost 
the leavening. You can also use the 
ventilated feature to cook delicate 
food like sweets, cream puffs, cakes, 
soufflés, biscuits and pastry.

BOTTOM HEATING

this feature activates the infrared 
grill heater. It is particularly suitable 
for cooking medium thickness or 
thin meat (sausages or ribs). Using 
ventilated option, the air is sucked in 
by the fan that directs it to different 
foods at the desired temperature 
ranging from 50°C to 200°C. 
the ventilated grill offers an excellent 
alternative to the rotisserie and 
ensures extraordinary results with 
poultry, sausages and red meat, 
even when cooking large quantities. 
You can also combine rostisserie and 
grill to obtain perfectly browned and 
crispy food.

GRILL

the enveloping heat of this feature creates the same cooking 
conditions as that found in the wood burning ovens that are 
traditionally used for cooking pizzas.

PIZZA

Do you want to cook healthier meals fast and easily? thanks to the  
Easy Steam function you can reduce the amount of fat and oil required by 
adding a touch of steam to your favourite dishes. Simply pour water into 
the dedicated cavity to turn it into steam 
and cook lighter meals without giving up 
on taste.

EASY STEAM

UNIQUENESS

GENERAL FUNCTIONS

All the options you need to simplify your day
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A wide range of products that enriches every kitchen. Aesthetics combined 
with functionality in a small and compact electric appliance that provide 
faster results together with good performances.

Fast cooking for smart lifestyles

M I C R O W A V E S
&  C O M P A C T  S O L U T I O N S

A NEW CHEF ASSISTANT 
IN YOUR KITCHEN

MICROWAVES MICROWAVES38 39
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Mechanic or digital range, frame 
or frameless, all caratherized by 
functionality and design, to have 
the fastest results in cooking.

MICROWAVE OVENS

Smart and elegant
the innovative ESSENZA built-in compact 
microwave combines a balanced 
design with outstanding functionality.

COMBI MICROWAVE ESSENZA

to help in preparing food you can choose one of the up to 48 cooking 
functions that the range provides. You can easily select the food you desire 
to cook without any effort, now everybody can be a chef.

AUTOMATIC COOKING PROGRAMS

Discover the option that fits your needs

the ideal appliance to keep warm 
dishes, before serving your meals. the 
new drawer is ideal for special cooking 
procedures as low temperature cooking, 
leavining dough, defrosting, melting, 
drying food, yogurt making and much 
more. It’s equipped with an improved 
loading capacity (22lt) and the function 
setting is faster thanks to the Full touch 
Display.

WARMING DRAWER

the functionality of the standard oven 
in a smaller space combined to the 
microwave oven, to have the bigger 
versatility in the kitchen. Smaller cavity 
helps also for a faster cleaning after 
usage.

COMPACT MICROWAVE OVENS

FEATURES
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Candy has designed a wide range of solutions from gas on metal hobs, 
equipped with both high power burners but also lower power ones for a softer 
cooking, up to the latest versions of gas on glass hobs, induction or vitroceramic. 
these latter are provided with power management for an extreme flexibility 
and new coloured serigraphy, good-looking and intuitive.

H O B S
Smartness at the center
of your kitchen

FEEL THE POWER
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PLUS
Our best solutions at your disposal

Candy’s Gas Hobs present a renewed style perfectly aligned with ovens. 
Ergonomic knobs and modern grids with a new finishing give a fresh look to the 

range while minimal 
and powerful burners 
guarantee ease of 
use and perfect 
results.

COMPLETELY 
DESIGNED GAS ON 
METAL RANGE

Cast iron is the proper material 
to have in a professional kitchen 
due to its unique characteristics. 
It guarantees better heat 
transmission, it’s resistant to high 
temperature and is long lasting. 
Available also with shining wire.

CAST IRON

the new double crown burner, 
with its power level up to 4 kw, it’s 
perfect for a rapid and intense 
cooking

DOUBLE CROWN BURNER

For people who love modern designs, the gas on glass hob provides a touch 
of elegance combined with great durability and a high level of performance.  
tempered glass offers a unique resistance to scratches and abrasions making this 

product incredibly 
durable over time, 
while minimalist 
pan supports mean 
easiness of cleaning.

GAS ON GLASS 
COLLECTION

the twin cast iron pan supports allow better 
heath distribution and cookaware stability. 
Easy to remove, they can be safely washed 
in the dishwasher. 

TWIN CAST IRON PAN SUPPORTS

The hobs will automatiucally turn off the gas supply if the flame goes accidentally out.

FLAME SECUTIRY SYSTEM

Light up the flame in complete safety with a 
simple gesture. Just press and turn the knob 
to start cooking your favourite dishes.

AUTO IGNITION

FEATURES

GAS HOBS
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HIGH FLEXIBILITY
Multiply your cooking options, choose between our flexible solutions.

the widest and most powerful, perfect for large or small pots, and able to ensure cooking 
performance up to 4 Kw**.

FLEXI ZONE

Choose to cook with one big zone or 2 small zones according to your needs. Reach up to 
3,5 Kw for top cooking performance**.

TWIN POWER

USER- FRIENDLY SPECIAL 
SOLUTIONS
An intuitive interface to manage every 
kind of need

Set the maximum power level on the 
selected zone in the fastest way.

BOOSTER

Pause the cooking zone and then 
continue what you started without 
having to select settings again.

PAUSE FUNCTION

Ensured children safety, blocking any 
accidental activations.

LOCK

DIRECT COOK
thanks to the Direct Cook 
function you can keep warm, 
melt, simmer, boil or fry your 
dishes just selecting the 
dedicated setting directly from 
the simply-Fi App or the hOn 
App: the hob will regulate itself 
with perfect cooking parameters 
with no need to worry about it.
* the products will be available on the hon App 

during the 2021

VERSATILITY, EFFICIENCY AND 
ADAPTABLE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
With the new Candy range of induction 
hobs, you can speed up the cooking 
time in order to gain up to 60% of time 
saving*.
thanks to the Power Management, 
you can set the power limit during 
installation guaranteeing a high 
cooking performance. You can decide 
a limit of power variable from 2.5 to  
7.2 Kw, even though you are using all 
the zones at the same time.

POWER MANAGEMENT

** depending on model* compared to traditional gas hobs

FEATURES

FUNCTIONSINDUCTION HOBS

*

sostituire immagine 
con hOn?
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A brand range with completely refreshed design, new flexible zones, new user interfaces 
in which special zones are highlighted by different colours. Last but not least they are 
provided with power management, a function that allows you to automatic limit the power 
of the hob and avoid overloading

HIGH FLEXIBILITY
Multiply your cooking options, choose between our 
many flexible solutions: double zone, triple zone, 
extensible zone, twin power.

EASY TO USE
Allow the hob power to be managed by selecting 
each cooking zone power level individually, giving 
you the possibility to check all your settings.

INDEPENDENT CONTROL

Control all the cooking zones with a single touch on 
the central + and – buttons.

CENTRAL CONTROL

ADAPTABLE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Candy sets new standards in energy saving: the 
power limit is set during installation guaranteeing a 
high cooking performance. You can decide a limit of 
power between 2.5 and 6.6 kw, even though you are 
using all the burners at the same time.

POWER MANAGEMENT

USER- FRIENDLY SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
An intuitive interface to manage every kind of need

Pause the cooking zone and then continue what you started without having to select 
settings again.

PAUSE FUNCTION

Ensured children safety.

LOCK

FEATURESVITROCERAMIC HOBS

FEATURES
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Candy knows how much a hood can impact on the whole kitchen look 
and that’s why it has invested in solutions that combine high performance 
with style and design, in order to offer a state-of-the-art appliance that can 
make your kitchen even more polished.

Functional solutions
for your kitchen

H O O D S

A FRESH AIR  
OF DESIGN
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Intuitive and useful solutions that simplify your day

We all know how important it is to save energy, even in our houses.  
the Candy hoods have an energy class up to A, which makes your cooking 
more efficient by reducing energy consumption. 

ENERGY CLASS

Keep your kitchen fresh and welcoming with the low-noise Candy hoods.  
A full range that combines great and silent performances, with a sound level 
of only 63 dBA, for some models.

SILENT PERFORMANCE

Enjoy your kitchen fresh air with the Candy hoods. they have a special 
charcoal filter, which allows complete air purification preventing unpleasant 
odors and fats.

CHARCOAL FILTER

As hoods are becoming design objects they need a special and modern 
touch control panel in order to be in line with the latest trends.

TOUCH CONTROL

With a motor up to 600m³/h*, the Candy hoods assure a deep air cleaning 
performance.

POWERFUL MOTOR

12

3

6

9

the timer control let you set the hood to switch itself off automatically, ensuring 
to clean the air even without staying at home, allowing a greater personal 
freedom and peace of mind.

DELAYED SWITCH OFF

1
2 3

4

B

Candy hoods have different levels of speed providing any time the correct 
power to clean the air. Up to 4 levels and even with booster, that is ideal while 
frying or having barbecue.

SPECIAL SPEED

LEDs provides a better light to the cooking area helping in food preparation, 
offering 90% less energy and lasting longer than conventional bulbs.

LED LIGHTS

FEATURES
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Nowadays the time spent at home is continuously growing, as well as the 
food supply.  this is why Candy created a smart range of refrigerator with 
innovative space management solutions, that lets you manage at best 
large quantities of food, avoiding waste. A no-frost refrigerator that allows 
you to design your own layout combination and store your food however 
you want, thanks to the extra flexibility of shelves and drawers, and to the 
uniform distribution of air at all levels.
Keep everything under control thanks to the advanced connectivity and 
the new hOn App by just using your phone or digital assistants.

Smart cooling solutions

R E F R I G E R A T O R S

A NEW COOL ExPERIENCE IN YOUR KITCHEN
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SIMPLY KEEP YOUR FRIDGE  
UNDER CONTROL AND GET 
TIPS ON PROPER STORAGE
Candy’s connectivity system allows you to control 
your fridge directly from your smartphone: keep 
managing your fridge via the new hOn App for all 
new products.

70 cm
width

193 cm
height

3 sec

Smartly manage your refrigerator storage. You can remotely check your food 
and drinks inventory, and keep track of all the expiring dates, thanks to the 
Inventory Assistant function. 

INVENTORY ASSISTANT

thanks to the hOn App you can manage your fridge directly from your 
smartphone or by using smart speakers when you’re at home, for hands-free 
control.this solution allows you to easily regulate your fridge temperature, 
handle all the functions and check your fridge.

SMART CONTROL**

the App constantly monitors door openings and suggests you the proper 
behaviors to optimize energy consumption.

SMART CHECK-UP

thanks to the new hOn App connected to your fridge, you can easily store your 
food and get visual suggestions to place it in the right position.

SMART FOOD LOCATOR

Increase cooling power remotely by activating the super cooling or super 
freezing option through the hOn App. once the boost is over, the refrigerator 
automatically sets the previous temperature.

SUPER FREEZING/SUPER COOLING

Choose the drink that you want to chill and receive a notification when it’s 
ready to drink!

SMART DRINK ASSISTANT

** on certain models only
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UNIQUE SMART FLEXIBILITY
Easy and improved food management

TECHNOLOGY
Store your food anywhere you want. Constant and homogenous temperature, 
as well as humidity, are guaranteed in every shelf and corner of your fridge 
thanks to the Total No Frost Circle + Technology, providing a circle airflow 
from each lateral outlet.

TOTAL NO FROST CIRCLE + TECHNOLOGY*
* on certain models only 

Simplify your life and forget to manually defrost your freezer. the new Total 
No Frost Technology avoids any frost and ice formation inside the freezer 
drawers and walls.

TOTAL NO FROST

FEATURES
HIGH INTERNAL CUSTOMIZATION
Enjoy up to 100 different layout combinations to have the best visibility of 
your food at a glance. All the fridge accessories are fully flexible thanks to the 
easily removable shelves and balconies.

HIGH INTERNAL CUSTOMIZATION

Easy to clean and adaptable, the safety glass Flexi Shelves can be 
positioned at different heights, according to your storage needs.

FLEXI SHELVES

Stock up on all your fruits and vegetables! thanks to the larger cool box with 
freshness control*, this refrigerator gives you large internal storage space.

COOL BOX WITH FRESH CONTROL
* on certain models only 

Fit your refrigerator into any kitchen layout, thanks to its reversible door.  
A quick installation allows the door hinges to be placed on both left and right 
sides of the appliance.

REVERSIBLE DOOR SYSTEM
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thanks to the new E energy class, it’s possible to reduce consumption, save 
energy and respect the environment.

ENERGY CLASS

A single thermostat lets you adjust the temperatures of the fridge and freezer 
compartments independently.

DOUBLE SET CONTROL

the top LED light enhance your refrigerator visibility reducing energy 
consumption. 

TOP LED

A special anti-mould treatment on the door gaskets reduces mold and 
bacteria proliferation.

HYGIENE GASKETS

Check your refrigerator parameters whenever you want, thanks to the 
Electronic Control and its intuitive display.

ELECTRONIC CONTROL

Access a whole world of smart accessories specifically designed to 
enhance your fridge storage possibilities. Discover them all via the 
hOn App or Candy website.

• Beauty box with lock 
• Cheese box
• Butter box 
• Lunch box set
• Multi-purpose tray

• Multipurpose glacette
• Carpet system
• Meat/fish box
• Undershelf

ACCESSORIES
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thanks to its Italian DNA, Candy knows the importance of ensuring the best 
conditions for wine treatment, maintaining its organoleptic properties. 
Candy Divino enable you to digitally adjust the correct temperature 
and store between 7 and 38 bottles fitting every space. Wine coolers will 
enable you to check and preserve in the best way your wine, with the right 
humidity and the right temperature.

Freshness à porter

W I N E  C O O L E R S

THE BEST WAY TO PRESERVE
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DO YOU KNOW THE ID CARD OF YOUR WINE?
Scan your wine label to get the wine ID card with all the relevant information and have a 
look at the suggested food pairings!
WINE ID CARD

DID YOU EVER SCAN A WINE LABEL?
Discover a universe of content and give a new perspective to your cellar. Download the 
new hOn App and find out the label scan feature Powered by Vivino*.
SNAP MY WINE

WHAT’S MY FAVOURITE WINE?
Take a look at your activities to find out which wine you’ve liked the most.
WINE TIMELINE

WHAT’S IN MY WINE CELLAR?
Keep your wine inventory up to date to check what’s in your cellar and find out what is 
missing anytime you want.
MY WINES

*

* Vivino is an online wine marketplace and wine App, available for download on Android and Apple devices.  
the App allows you to get wine ratings, reviews, and check prices instantly just by snapping a photo of any bottle or menu.

An ideal humidity level is fundamental to preserve wine at the best a too dry 
environment let the cork shrink while a too humid create mould. Candy wine 
coolers provide a humidity range between 50%-80%, the right range to store 
your wine.

HUMIDITY CONTROL

If the temperature reaches a too cold level, the compressor automatically 
stops and the fan starts the defrosting process.

AUTODEFROSTING SYSTEM

thanks to the high quality compressor, the vibrations reach minimum level 
and. combined with the low noise, guarantee perfect storage condition.

LOW VIBRATION DESIGN

To better fit into everyone’s kitchen, the wine cooler can change the hinges 
on the other side.

REVERSIBLE DOOR HINGES

FEATURES

SIMPLY MANAGE  
YOUR WINE COOLER  
VIA THE hOn APP
Discover more about your wines 
and manage your inventory thanks 
to the hOn App.

Preserve the quality of your wine
to provide a constant temperature, is 
the main secret to store the wine in the 
perfect conditions. the digital display 
allows the end user to show and set 
always the required temperature.

DIGITAL TEMPERATURE SETTING
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Today people don’t just need efficient home appliances. They demand 
valuable allies that simplify their everyday life with practical solutions, 
saving them time, money and strength. this is why Candy created an 
innovative dishwasher range that eases your washing experience by 
suggesting directly on your smartphone which is the best program suited to 
your load with a simple snap of your baskets. this is the innovative Candy 
Snap&Wash feature of the hon App! Plus, with Zoom and Talking Candy* 
functions, you can wash and dry your dishes in just 39 minutes and interact 
with your appliance through your smartphone by using your voice.

* only available on Wi-Fi models. talking Candy is available only on simply-Fi app, in these following languages: It/EN/ES/FR/DE/RU. 
Snap&Wash is available only on hon app

Everyday life made faster

D I S H W A S H E R S

A CLEVER COMBINATION  
OF PERFORMANCE AND SPACE
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CANDY BRAVA 
INTUITIVE DISHWASHING  
HAS A NEW MODEL
Candy presents Brava, the smartest and easiest to use 
dishwasher yet designed to simplify your life. You can 
stay connected at all times and quickly access extra 
content and features. the App allow you to choose the 
ideal washing cycle in many ways: accessing more than 
20 additional programs or through the guided washing 
process on the hOn App, just by taking a picture of your 
loaded basket. Plus, you can vocally interact with your 
appliance through your smartphone via the simply-Fi 
App. Find out all the ways that Brava can help you.
* the products will be available on the hon App during the 2021

TOTAL CONTROL, EVEN BY USING YOUR VOICE, WHEREVER YOU ARE
talking Candy*** is just one of the many options made possible by simply-Fi App, in order 
to: 
- Start and handle washing cycles 
- Get washing tips on how to treat odours and stains 
- Get support about maintenance and functions explanations 
It is the exclusive connectivity system that allows you to improve your user experience 
simply by using your voice via the App simply-Fi App

UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES 
Start and stop the washing cycle, check its 
status and get the end notification, even 
remotely.
REMOTE CONTROL*

Access many additional programs and 
combine them with all the available options 
to meet any possible washing need;
ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS

Monitor energy usage and access useful 
tips that will help you minimize your 
consumption;
ENERGY REDUCTION MANAGER*

Receive alerts about when to clean the 
filter or run the dishwasher cleaning cycle, 
based on your water hardness.
AUTO-MAINTENANCE*

 ** only available on the hon App. 
*** only available on the simply-Fi App

Just take a picture of your loaded basket and get tips on proper 
loading. You can easily find out which is the fasted program suited to 
your load size and type, thanks to the Snap&Wash feature** directly 
on your hOn App. 

SNAP&WASH

* only available on Wi-Fi models.  
talking Candy is available only on simply-Fi app, in these 
following languages: It/EN/ES/FR/DE/RU.  
Snap&Wash is available only on hon app

Your smart dishwasher experience in few steps:
1. take a picture of the upper  

basket.
2. take a picture of the lower  

basket.
3. Get the load percentage of  

each basket.
4. Get tips about optimizing your 

 load.
5. If necessary, move your dishes.
6. Set the proper cycle according  

to the App suggestions.

*
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the hon App allows you to save time, energy and money. How? 
Simply open the hon App to access real-time reports about your 
energy consumptions, water efficiency, temperature usage and most 
used cycles. 
REAL-TIME STATISTICS

Maximize your washing results thanks to the cutting-edge Speed-Drive 
Inverter motor (BLDC), the new Candy long-lasting belt technology. 
BRUSHLESS INVERTER MOTOR

ENERGYB
Minimize energy consumption thanks to the combination of the new 
BLDC motor & the 3° Spray Arm on top of the Cutlery basket, which 
allow your dishwasher to reach up to B*New Energy Class.
B*NEW ENERGY CLASS

3
the new 3rd Baskets configuration guarantees a versatile washing 
experience, letting you maximize the load according to your needs. 
Slide or remove the lateral areas of the the 3rd Basket for recovering 
additional space you need in the upper basket. 
3rd RACK CONFIGURATION

Stick your dishes anywhere you want, thanks to the lower basket 
flexible racks. * You can easily fold them down to wash larger pots or 
pans or keep them up to stick your plates set.  
FLEXIBLE RACKS
* only available on 15 pls & 16 pls models.

SMART SOLUTIONS

two out of three most used program are rapid. Wash and dry your kitchenware 
perfectly in just 39 minutes with the fastest A-Class cycle on the market.  
this is possible thanks to the High-Pressure System, an exclusive technology that 
concentrates maximum washing power in the shortest period of time. 
SAVE TIME

the new intuitive display makes it easier: with more than 20 different languages, 
the interface can communicate with you through texts in your language. 
BRAVA SPEAKS YOUR LANGUAGE

ADD
DISH

Already started the cycle but forgot to put something in? No problem. the 
new Candy Brava is equipped with the Add-Dish function that allows you to 
add dishes even when the cycle has already begun up to 30 minutes after 
start. A LED light will signal you if you are still in time to add more dishes without 
compromising the effectiveness of the wash.
OPTIMIZE YOUR WASH CYCLE
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Smart solutions to enjoy your meals with familiy or friends

16 PLACE SETTINGS AND SMART BASKETS
Up 16 place settings in two or three smart baskets even in standard dimensions: 
unique to Candy, creating the most spacious dishwasher available on the 
market. Up to 201 items of tableware (more than 40% additional capacity 
when compared to a traditional dishwasher) can be loaded and washed in 
just one cycle.

the NEW BASKET has specific supports that are specifically designed to best position your 
dishes in terms of stability and distance from each other in order to fully leverage the power 
of Zoom Cycle. the UPPER BASKET increase by 10% the space for glasses, cups, long cutlery, 
side plates and medium-sized containers; furthermore, the height can be adjusted even 
when fully loaded. Finally, with three depth levels, the THIRD BASKET it’s ideal for long cutlery 
items but also for smaller objects, such as coffee cups, saucers and graters.
New coloured interiors and new design of the handle: curved and embossed to guarantee 
you usability and the best comfort in loading and unloading.

EASE OF USE

CHECK-UP

You are able to check that everything is working perfectly all the time: Smart 
Check-Up is a system that controls the health status of your appliance and 
gives you practical advice so you can solve problems by yourself. Launch an 
extensive and detailed check-up on the components and working status of 
your dishwasher. In the event of malfunction, the Apps will help you troubleshoot 
step by step.
LONGER LIFE FOR YOUR DISHWASHER

GENERAL FEATURES
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PERFORMANCE
Best results combined with best efficiency and time saving.

BEST SPACE EFFICIENCY IN STANDARD DIMENSIONS
More confort to manage all kind of kitchenware: from now on, you will have 
the chanche to wash even bigger items. You can position plates of all sizes 
up to 34,5 cm of diameter, even oven accessories in the dishwasher.

MAXI PLATES

Candy has developed an extra spray arm, able 
to remove the most soiled pans, even with Rapid 
Programs. the wash intensity provided by the 
Perfect Rapid Zone, guarantees the best washing 
performance during rapid programs, eliminating 
the heaviest soiling during intensive washing cycles.

PERFECT RAPID ZONE 
 

AUTO 
OPEN

Smart door is a solution that makes the door open automatically at the end 
of the cycle. this helps to achieve fast drying and best energy efficiency 
maximizing drying performance in A+++, -10%.

SMART DOOR

Installing the dishwasher is easier than ever. Candy is equipped with sliding 
hinges and adjustable plinth down to 2 cm. A smart solution to fit any kind of 
kitchen.

LOW PLINTH

thanks to the Smart Sensor System, the dishwasher automatically adapts 
temperature and time depending on the level of soil detected: optimized 
washing performance and reduced water & energy consumption.

DIRT SENSOR SYSTEM

RELIABILITY
The safest, accident-free washing for all your dishes

Candy’s patented triple self-cleaning stainless steel filter has an internal 
micro-filter providing constantly clean water in all washing phases. 
Get maximum washing performance and longer efficiency. Moreover, 
the antibacterical function guarantees a higher standard hygiene, with a 
reduction of almost 100% on the vital bacterials after 24 hours from injection*.

AUTO-CLEANING ANTIBACTERIAL FILTER
*tested by Politecnico di Milano

All Candy dishwashers have an anti-overflow safety device, as standard. If 
water exceeds normal levels due to any malfunction, it automatically blocks 
the water flow from entering and/or drains excess quantities of water. Candy 
offers three additional system to reinforce water safety: Total Water Block, 
AquaStop and Aqua Protect.

OVERFLOW PROTECTION SYSTEMS
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POSABLE DISHWASHERS
Perfect for small kitchens, the Candy posable dishwashers are a great solution to save
space without giving up on washing efficiency. Available from 6 to 8 place settings.

SLIM DISHWASHERS
No more space problems with the Candy dishwashers!
Discover the 45 cm wide built-in models with their super-compact tabletop: easy-to-use, 
flexible and practical.

PROGRAMS
Find out how to optimize your washing

RAPID	PROGRAMS

NEW

two out of three most used program are rapid. Wash and dry your kitchenware 
perfectly in just 39 minutes with the fastest A-Class cycle on the market. this 
is possible thanks to the High-Pressure System, an exclusive technology that 
concentrates maximum washing power in the shortest period of time.

Quiet
&Dry

Enjoy a peaceful kitchen with the new Silence Program and reduce 
noise. Quiet at only 38 dBA, it benefits from the new Silent Inverter 
Motor. 

SILENCE PROGRAM 

Ideal for a daily wash, excellent in its soil removing performance, 
using hot water up to 60°C.

UNIVERSAL

It guarantees excellent wash performance on heavily soiled pans, 
thanks to two final rinses at the end of the cycle.

UNIVERSAL PLUS

the best performing cycle in terms of energy and water consumption, 
conceived to save water and money delivering perfect washing and 
drying results.

ECO CYCLE

the best combination of time and performance for washing 
lightly soiled dishes in only 24 minutes at 50c°.

RAPID 24’

A “super” program adapted to wash in a short time extremely 
dirty pans.

STRONG & FAST

COMPACT DISHWASHERS
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Larger loading capacity, new touch interfaces and bigger and higher door 
hole.  this is what people ask from an integrated washing machine. 
Candy knows it and has developed the right models to satisfy even the 
most demanding needs.

Laundry rapid as never before

W A S H I N G
M A C H I N E S

MORE FLExIBILITY  
FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS
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ALWAYS GET THE BEST 
RESULTS WITH THE MOST UP 
TO SUITED PROGRAMME
thanks to the App, you can be sure to choose 
the right programme for your laundry. Simply 
classify your washing by fabric, color and dirty 
level, the App shows you the best programme 
to launch.
* the products will be available on the hon App during the 2021

Quick
Cycles

With Candy washing machine you can wash your daily clothes 
perfectly in only 49 minutes.thanks to its complete set up to 9 rapid 
cycles, you can complete your washing cycles in less than one 
hour.

SPECIAL CYCLES 49 MINUTES

Are you in a hurry? or maybe, you just want to focus on things you 
like the most? Choose between 4 Quick Cycles from 15 to 59 minutes, 
according to your time needs. Same washing results, more time for 
you.

QUICK CYCLES 14/30/44/59 MINUTES

-40%

We all know how important it is to reduce energy consumption. Candy 
washing machines, with their cutting-edge Silent Inverter motors, are 
classified A+++ -40% for energy efficiency.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY RATING A+++ -40%

Speed

Inverter
Drive

Candy washing machine is powered by the new Speed-Drive Inverter, 
an innovative technology that can increase the machine’s cleaning 
action by up to 50%*.

SPEED-DRIVE INVERTER
* Compared to a standard universal AC motor

our machines minimise the amount of electricity used, reducing 
waste. the sensitive weight sensors detect the size of the load and 
automatically adjust the amount of water and electricity used. With 
our machines, a half-load can require up to 40% less water, time and 
electricity!

KILO DETECTOR

With a delay start  the laundry will be ready just when you want. 
It allows you to programme the start of the washing cycle with a 
maximum delay of 24 hours. No more worries about unpleasant 
odours created by wet laundry that has been left inside the machine. 
No more wasting of the energy consumption, thanks to the chance 
to set the laundry when the electricity is more convenient.

START DELAY

When it comes to wash cycles, one size doesn’t fit all. Whatever 
your cleaning need might be, your Candy machine can take care 
of it. Simply select the most appropriate among the three levels to 
make sure that your clothes come out clean without wasting water 
or electricity.

LEVEL OF SOILING

FEATURES

Smart solutions to free your time

With Candy washing machine and washer dryer ranges you can 
wash up to 9kg of clothing and dry up to 5 kg.

BIG CAPACITY IN STANDARD DIMENSIONS

Quick
&Clean

Technology

A quick and efficient wash cycle, giving improved results and ensuring 
top-quality care for your clothes. You no longer need to apply 
detergent directly to the garments with Candy’s Quick & Clean, which 
sprays a concentrated mix of clean water and detergent straight onto 
the fibers to give amazing results in record time. Quick & Clean delivers 
the Perfect Rapid 59’ program: with an energy saving of up to 60%.

QUICK&CLEAN TECHNOLOGY

*
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Short on space? Candy has the answer: an integrated dryer that suits into 
the tiniest corners. We understand that drying the laundry can be a space-
consuming issue: today we live in smaller spaces but no one wants to give 
up with style, order and comfort.
that’s why we have created the smart solution you were waiting for: a 
practical, efficient and reliable integrated dryer, once you’ve tried it, you’ll 
always want it. 

Smart solutions to dry your clothes 

D R Y E R S

UNIQUE SPACE  
MANAGEMENT AND EFFICIENCY
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FEATURES

MORE EFFICIENCY, MORE FREE TIME
Everything in the new Candy dryer is designed to guarantee you the best possible results 
with minimal waste, so you can enjoy clean clothes in the most convenient way.

Minimum consumption and respect for garments
the new Integrated dryers are in A+ Energy Class. this is possible because 
they are equipped with the Heat Pump Technology. Compared to a 
condenser or a vented dryer, Heat Pump technology allows to reduce 
the drying expenses up to 60%, thanks to the closed working circuits that 
avoid energy dissipation. Moreover, it totally respects your garments 
because it dries at lower temperatures.

HEAT PUMP SYSTEM

70% savings in time and money
Candy integrated dryers allow to dry between 1 kg and the maximum 
load without any waste and with total protection. the special weight 
and drying sensors are able to estimate the weight, the load and 
automatically stop the cycle at the desired drying level so you can 
save energy, time and money.

KILO DETECTOR

Creases and ironing time halved
Your new dryer minimizes creases and tangles thanks to the special 
alternate motion and anti-crease action, pre- and post-cycle. the 
Smart Humidity Sensor also delivers perfect humidity, to iron your clothes 
in half the time.

SUPER EASY IRON

Flexible management of drying times
With a delayed start your laundry will be ready just when you want. You 
can program the start of the drying cycle with a maximum delay of 24 
hours, without wasting energy, saving your time and spending it doing 
things you enjoy the most.

START DELAY

SIMPLIFY YOUR DAY
the range is equipped with a connectivity system 
that allows you to communicate with your 
appliance via smartphone. 
Download the App and check out all the tips and 
functions so you can manage your dryer.
* the products will be available on the hon App during the 2021

Maximum loading comfort
optimum loading and 
unloading comfort thanks to 
the higher and wider door hole, 
designed to minimize efforts 
when using the appliance.

The smart way to empty 
and reuse water
the Easy Case tank has an 
ergonomic shape with a 
comfortable handle and a 
practical spout that facilitates 
water reuse, allowing you to 
empty 100% of the distilled 
water, quickly and conveniently. 
In this way you can re-use the 
water for other purposes, such as 
refilling the iron or cleaning the 
window’s glasses.

EASYCASE

COMFORT IS EVERYTHING
We know that efficiency means nothing if it doesn’t fit to your needs. That’s why we 
prioritised comfort when designing your new dryer.

*
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EXTRA RELIABILITY GUARANTEED
Candy has provided all of the necessary functions to maximize the lifetime of your garments 
and dryer and give you the easiest user experience possible.

NEW
the new integrated dryer is reliable with any kind of fabric. You can choose 
between 15 automatic cycles, that let you dry any kind of garment without any 
worries.
• Anti-allergy: Specific cycle that dries and simultaneously helps to reduce the 

main allergens.
• Sport plus: Dedicated to technical garments for sport and fitness, dries gently with 

special care to avoid the shrinking and deterioration of elastic fibres.
• Baby: this cycle is perfect for baby clothes when high levels of hygiene level are 

required.
• Bed & Bath: Specific cycle dedicated to larger linen, like curtains, sheets and 

tableclothes, thst minimizes tangles and folds.

Are you in a hurry? No worries! 
You have at hand up to 7 essential quick cycles dedicated to different loads, which 
make your clothes bone dry in less than 90 minutes, thanks to the New Active Time 
Management System.

thanks to the Smart Drying Sensor you can choose among 4 drying levels to 
ensure the best possible treatment for your clothes.
• Ready to Iron: the clothes come out almost dry – just damp enough for quick, 

effortless ironing.
• Dry Hanger:  For laundry that can be put away immediately.
• Dry wardrobe: For Laundry that can be put away immediately.
• Extra-dry: For completely dry garments, ideal for full loads.

SPECIAL GARMENTS NEED SPECIAL TREATMENTS
thanks to the  drum special movement and the accurate temperature 
control, Candy dryers are ideal for delicate fabrics, preserving their natural 
softness.

WOOLMARK APPROVED

LONG LIFE TO YOUR DRYER 
By running the check-up cycle you can monitor the maintenance status of 
your dryer in order to prevent from malfunctions and extend its life. Plus, the 
simply-Fi App is able to identify the breakdown and it will help you to solve 
these issues by yourself.

SMART CHECK-UP

7

MAXIMUM LOADING CAPACITY
With a capacity up to 7kg, Candy dryers are ideal for large families or 
frequent use.

DRY UP TO 7 KG OF LAUNDRY

INTUITIVE USER EXPERIENCE
the new 5 Digit Display with new icons and its intuitive screen layout, allows 
you to easily consult more information about programmes.

CLEVER INTERFACE
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Always alert to changing history, Candy now celebrates 
70 years of impressive success built on our philosophy and 
by listening to the people we love: you. 

Thanks to our Italian roots, we combine design skills with 
the creativity that has always belonged to our culture and 
our domestic appliances never fail to satisfy expectations.

It was 1945 when the
first all-Italian washing 

machine was produced: 
a Candy.

Since then, we’ve become
an intrinsic part of family life

by simplifying the way we carry
out day-to-day domestic chores.

over time, our range has broadened 
to include all kitchen appliances: 

ovens, hobs, cooker hoods, fridges and 
dishwashers. Here at Candy, we’re 

passionate about developing unique, 
innovative products

and exploring untapped areas.

Candy’s adventure started in 1945 and,  
more than 70 years later, we are still adding new chapters.
We are looking forward to the future, and you?

OUR HISTORY

A story that never stops 
innovating.
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1960
19891970
20042006 201420102012

19861980

TO BE  
CONTINUED....

1989
Candy Holiday
is the first 33 cm 

washing machine 
which is suited 

to standard 
bathroom 

forniture. Candy 
also launches the 
first washer-dryer 

with a depth of 
just 44 cm.

2010
Easycase

revolutionises the 
condensation

collection system
in dryers.

2018
Candy Bell’Ó
Smart Cooling 
has a new 
shape.

Candy RapidÓ
Unique a set of 9 rapid 
programmes, the new 
Snap&Wash function and an 
innovative ergonomic design 
that guarantees maximum 
comfort, Candy RapidÓ is the 
easiest way to save time.

2004
the Futura 
dishwashers are
the first to wash
15 place settings.

2014
Evospace Maxi Plates
is the first dishwasher
with capacity
for 16 plates.

Watch&Touch is the 
game changer in 

your kitchen. the only 
connected oven 

with full touch total 
control screen door 

and integral HD video 
camera. 

Candy Bianca:
intuitive washing 
has a new model.

2015
simply-Fi is the first range 
of domestic appliances 

connected via Wi-Fi.

2017

1978
• Candy is the first italian

   company to produce
   No-Frost refrigerators.

• The ZOOM system in washing
 machine make it possible to

 shorten wash times considerably.

1986
the Candy Alisè

is the first
washer-dryer

in Europe with
an internal 
condenser

2006
the GrandÓ washing

machines have
the largest door

on the market.

1970
Brava is the first
super-automatic
dishwasher that
can manage up
to 8 place settings
and reduced 
loads.

1980
• A dishwasher, cooking 

hob and oven in just one 
appliance: the TRIO

arrives on the market.
• Candy introduces the first

5-burner cooker in 60 cm.

1945
the 1st Italian washing 
machine called
“Modello 50”.

1960
Candy 

Automatic 3 
is the first 
washing 

machine with 
modern 

features, like 
automatic 

operation with 
suspensions 
and a glass 

window.

2012
the Maxi ovens have 
the largest cavity, in 
standard dimensions, on 
the market.

From
2000
onwards
Candy is the first  
to introduce 
8/9/10/11 kg  
washing machines, 
dryers up to 9/10 kg 
and top loaders
up to 8 kg.

CANDY:
70 YEARS OF RECORDS

1945
2019

the oven range is implemented 
with connectivity functions and 

vocal management through 
the simply-Fi App and the new 

hOn App. 

Candy Brava
Fastest wash and dry cycle in 

the market: 39 minutes.

2020
Candy Nova. 
the connected washing 
machine with just one 
button, fully manageable 
from your smartphone 
via hOn App. 


